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Terms and Conditions acceptance

Yes

First Name

Lune and Duuk

Middle Name

van

Last Name

Dijk

Artistic Name

Lieke van Dijk (as Lune and Duuk’s mother, I agree
with RO plastic prize terms and conditions and accept it
and explicitly declare that Lune and Duuk are entitled to
submit their work –since not legally adults-).

Team Members

2

Nationality

Dutch

Gender

Female

Date of Birth
Mobile Number
Country

Morocco

State / Province
Town / City
Street Address 1
Street Address 2
Postcode / Zip
University (just for students)
Document
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Document Number
Prize Category

Conscious Innovation Projects

Project Title

Banana Beach Board

Source of the used material

old surfboard (foam) and plastic and eco friendly resin

Type of plastic involved

all lids and trash from our Banana beach in Aourir
Marocco

Other materials involved

old surf board foam

Years of production

we made it with Jalal the last weeks

Edition

1

Weight and Dimensions

5 kilo/ 100-50 cm

Manufactured by

Lune and Duuk and Jalal

Describe your project accurately and how you
developed your idea

We want to surf the beach clean! We, Lune and Duuk
made our own surfboard from plastic things we found
on the Banana Beach that we live in Marocco! We love
the ocean and the beach, but do not like the plastic and
trash that is everywhere. Together with Jalal, the best
local board shaper in Tamraght, we made a surfboard
out of recycled plastic and re-used the foam of an old
surfboard that we found on the beach that Jalal
reshaped to a small board. My mum told us that when
she was young she would go by all houses to collect old
paper/newspapers etc. and you could bring it to the
paper recycle factory and they give you per kilo some
money. We want to do the same, but then with plastic
and other trash from the beach, and per kilo that you
take, you can win special "Banana points". And with the
Banana points you can buy our Banana Board. We just
made two Banana Boards now, but want to win this
prize to make more boards to give to kids that deserve it
because they helped. (And when we win we can maybe
also really sell Banana boards also for money to pay
older people with real money when they also clean the
beach or bring the plastic to the plastic recycle
company in Sidi Bibi. We live in Marocco now and a lot
of kids here want to surf but can not buy a board since
their parents do not have a lot of money. If they help us
collecting the plastic then they can buy a surfboard
from the points they deserved. We are sure that always
when you take a wave with the Banana board that you
really worked for, you will be very proud, much more
then when you just got a surfboard from your parents.
And it is also a cool story to tell other people in the sea
because we think everybody will be maybe jealous
when they see how cool it is and then if you can tell
other kids how you can get one. And if you help,
everybody can get a Banana board; you buy it with
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Banana points or with money. But you can also buy
other things with the points and we have already people
that want to help; bus tickets to go to school (so that
you do not have to walk to school, since some of our
friends have to walk more then an hour to school
through the mountains in the morning), medicins or a
doctors visit if you are sick and even an surgery
operation for kids that have real problems.
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https://youtu.be/3Je2ih1dZSY
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